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You’ve seen it time and again at our Club.  For the beach 
umbrella crowd, broken surfboards are a somber but common 
sight during the glorious south swells of summer. It’s rarer dur-
ing winter, when west swells manage to wrap around Barber’s 
Point, pumping lines of waves into Mamala Bay. 

For the surf crowd, breaking a board is far more visceral. 
Perhaps it was a brand-new Pyzel mini-gun, perfect for Rice 
Bowls. Or a trusty Jackola longboard that worked magically at 
Old Mans. We surface in roiling whitewater, draw in our leash, 
and find only the tail section attached.

Ugh.
With the cost of computer-milled shortboards around 

$650 and custom, hand-shaped longboards or guns command-
ing $1,000 or more, it’s time to re-think how we can avoid 
splintering our equipment... and our hearts.

Let’s start by dispelling a myth. Don’t be lulled into believ-
ing that only big waves can snap surfboards. In wave dynamics 
there’s something called “acute pressure”. Large waves tend 
to break in deeper impact zones where energy more freely 
dissipates. Smaller waves break in shallower water where their 
force actually “bounces” off the ocean floor, delivering a one-
two punch to surfboards.

This phenomenon is why Sandy Beach lifeguards will tell 
you there are more spinal injuries on smaller days. We all love 
an evening session at Sandbar, but don’t think your board 
can’t buckle in waist-deep water on those classic, chest-high 
lefts. Know, too, that surfboards don’t have to break to be 
ruined. Torsion can permanently “twist” a surfboard, and it 
will never ride true again.

So here are some helpful tips. We’ll start with surfboard 
design before venturing into those heart-in-your-throat, heavy 
water moments.
					•	If	you’re	ordering	a	custom	surfboard,	consider	what		

type of foam blank is best. Master shaper Ron Meeks 
(Meeks Surfboards Hawaii) handcrafts boards for 
reigning Da Hui Backdoor Shootout champ Kaimana 
Henry, as well as legendary big-wave chargers Dave 
Wassel and Mark Healey. He’s also the favored shaper 
of Outrigger rippers Billy Pratt, Jen Fratzke, Mike Yani, 
Wilson Lau, and Jordan Brant.

According to Meeks, “U.S. Blanks grade their foam by 
color. Orange and red are the least strong. Blue is of 
average strength. Green, brown, and black have the 
heaviest densities. But also think about the stringer. 
An eighth-inch stringer is okay for shortboards, but not 
for beefier boards. For those it’s wise to go with a triple-
stringer, or at least a wider single stringer.”

				•	Glassing	is	also	crucial.	“Potato	chip”	shortboards	with	
two layers of four-ounce fiberglass cloth on the deck 
and a single layer on the bottom may be light, but 
they’re also weak. “Layers of six and four on top and a 
layer of four on the bottom is good. Six on the bottom is 
stronger, albeit heavier”, assures Meeks. “Carbon mesh 
down the center is an inexpensive way to save a board, 
too.”

 

			•	Longer	leashes	are	also	good	investments.	A	ten-foot	leash	
 allows a surfboard to roll with the wave’s punch, as 
 opposed to a six-foot leash that confines it to the impact 
 zone.
				•	If	you’re	taking	your	chances	with	a	new	board	off	the	
 rack, make sure you get one with enough volume 
 (measured in liters). Obviously a thinner surfboard will 
 buckle more easily than a thicker one.
				•	If	you’re	surfing	a	used	board,	routinely	check	for	
 delamination. This occurs when glass and foam separate 
 due to neglected dings becoming waterlogged. When 
 trapped moisture expands from excessive sunlight, soft 
 spots form, which, in turn, make the surfboard more 
 susceptible to breaking.
				•	Now	you’re	fully	equipped	and	paddling	into	double-
 overhead Castles! A monster rolls in from the horizon. 
 Unfortunately you aren’t in position to whip and take off 
 steep and deep. More unfortunately, you’re trapped 
 inside. The wave is too big to “turtle” under. Or “scratch” 
 your way over. Or “slingshot” your board up the face and 
 through the lip. 
 So you take a final glance shoreward, making certain your 
ten-foot leash (which can stretch to thirty) won’t endanger 
surfers behind you...swallow a big gulp of air... and prepare to 
bail. To reduce the chance of your $1,400 Brewer Gun snap-
ping like a stale breadstick, though, you bail it the right way: 
parallel... not perpendicular... to the wave face.
 This allows energy to be absorbed over a broader surface 
area, thus minimizing both deck compression and bottom ten-
sion... two forces endured under whitewater avalanches. (Yes, 
I know what you’re thinking. In bail-and-dive situations there 
can be a lot of, um, “bottom tension”.)
 After a quick breather you’re in perfect position for a 
massive wave. You stroke like crazy, jump to your feet, and 
take a thrilling drop. But glancing over your shoulder con-
firms an inescapable closeout, so a surfboard-saving decision 
is made. You charge the closeout. The logic is simple: amidst 
churning vortices of water, it’s actually safer to be inside the 
wave than either under or outside of it.
				•	Lastly,	should	your	surfboard	break,	be	pono.	Locate	the	
 nose section and bring it to shore. Fiberglass can cut 
 swimmers and be hazardous to honu. Then suck it up. Buy 
 an awesome surfboard. And get right back in the lineup!
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